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Abstract— A rate-based congestion control algorithm has been
developed and standardized in the ATM forum for ABR service
class. In the standard, the behavior of source and destination
end systems is specified by several control parameters such as
RIF (Rate Increase Factor) andRDF (Rate Decrease Factor).
In spite of the fact that the performance of the rate-based conges-
tion control algorithm heavily depends on the selection of these
control parameters, the selection method of parameters is not
shown in the standard. In this paper, by extending our previous
work, appropriate settings of rate-control parameters in the vari-
ous circumstances are investigated. We first analyze the dynam-
ical behavior of the rate-based congestion control for multiple
groups of ABR connections with different propagation delays.
We then evaluate the effect of CBR traffic on ABR connections.

I. INTRODUCTION
A rate-based congestion control algorithm has been standard-
ized for ABR (Available Bit Rate) service class by the ATM
forum [1, 2, 3]. In the standard document [1], several control
parameters are defined for controlling cell transmission at the
source end system. These includeRIF (Rate Increase Factor)
andRDF (Rate Decrease Factor) that control rate increase and
decrease envelopes. During a connection establishment process,
the source end system negotiates these control parameters with
the network. In [4], we have shown that effectiveness of the rate-
based congestion control is heavily dependent on a choice of
control parameters. If control parameters are configured prop-
erly, the rate-based congestion control can achieve high per-
formance (i.e., no buffer overflow, high link utilization and small
cell delay). However, a selection method of control parameters
has not been specified in the standard, and parameters should be
determined intuitively unless a proper tool is provided.

In [5], we have shown the analytic method to determine an
appropriate setting of control parameters includingRIF ,RDF
and ICR (Initial Cell Rate) for a single-hop network config-
uration. In the analysis, we have assumed that all source end
systems behave identically, and that they always have cells to
transmit. Under these assumptions, we have derived conditions
that control parameters should satisfy to achieve two main ob-
jectives: preventing cell loss and achieving full link utilization.
Based on these results, we have proposed a simple guideline

for parameter tuning at the ATM Forum [6]. In addition to ob-
tain high performance (in terms of cell loss and link utilization),
fairness among connections is also an important issue. Actu-
ally, each connection may have a different round-trip delay ac-
cording to the network configuration. In such a case, fairness
among connections may be degraded due to the different feed-
back delays. When another ABR connection is newly estab-
lished in the network, the ramp-up time of this connection is also
important.

We further need to consider existence of real-time applic-
ations such as audio and video in a multimedia network en-
vironment. Since these applications use CBR (Constant Bit
Rate) or VBR (Variable Bit Rate) service class, multiple ser-
vice classes co-exist in the network. For ABR service class to
utilize the available bandwidth unused by CBR/VBR service
class, CBR/VBR traffic should be given higher priority than
ABR traffic at the switch to guarantee QoS (Quality of Ser-
vice) requirements of CBR/VBR traffic. Namely, cells of ABR
traffic are awaited in the switch buffer if a CBR/VBR cell ex-
ists in the switch buffer in the case that the switch has two lo-
gically independent buffers — one for CBR/VBR service class
and the other for ABR service class. In other words, the band-
width available to the ABR service class is limited by CBR/VBR
traffic. Therefore, when a CBR/VBR connection is newly added
into the network, the bandwidth available to the ABR service
class is suddenly decreased, which would give a serious effect
on the performance of the ABR connections; the switch buffer
for ABR cells may become overloaded for a while leading to a
large queue buildup and eventually cell losses due to the buffer
overflow.

In this paper, we focus on the two subjects. We first analyze
the behavior of the rate-based congestion control for a single-
hop network but each group of connections is allowed to have
the different propagation delay. In [7], Blot et al. have analyzed
a dynamical behavior of a rate-based congestion control for con-
nections with different propagation delays. However, their ana-
lytic model was quite simple and different from the rate-based
congestion control standard [1]. Through numerical examples,
we show the effect of control parameters on the ramp-up time
of a new ABR connection. We next derive the maximum queue
length at the switch after a new CBR connection is established
in the network.



The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
first analyze the behavior of the rate-based congestion control
for a single-hop network with a simplebinary-mode switch [2]
but each group of connections is allowed to have a different
propagation delay. In Section III, we then analyze the maximum
queue length at the switch after a new CBR connection is estab-
lished in the network. In Section IV, we present some conclud-
ing remarks.

II. MULTIPLE GROUPS OF CONNECTIONS
In this section, we derive the dynamical behavior of the rate-
based congestion control forN groups of connections with dif-
ferent propagation delays. Through numerical examples, we
show the importance of parameter tuning for achieving good
fairness and the short ramp-up time for an additional ABR con-
nection.

A. Analysis
We divide ABR connections intoN groups with different
propagation delays. Within a group, connections have identical
propagation delays. Figure 1 depicts our analytic model in the
case ofN � �. Propagation delays from each source to the
switch, and from the switch to each destination of groupn (� �
n � N ) are denoted by�sxn and�xdn, respectively. For brevity,
we introduce�n�� ��sxn���xdn� and�xdsn�� �sxn���xdn�.
The number of connections in groupn is denoted byNVCn.
We assume that all connections in each group behave identic-
ally. Namely, all connections in each group have the same con-
trol parameters. Let us introduceRIFn, RDFn andNRMn as
RIF ,RDF andNRM of groupn, respectively. We also assume
�sxi � �sxj and�xdi � �xdj for anyi andj (i � j) without loss
of generality.
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Fig. 1: Analytic Model for Multiple Groups forN � �.

Let us introduceACRn�t� andQ�t� that representACR of
the source end system in groupn and the queue length at the
switch observed at timet, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2,
ACRn�t� and Q�t� have periodicity. We further introduce
ACRni �t� andQi�t� as theACRn�t� andQ�t� in Phasei, which
are defined as

ACRni �t� � ACRn�t� ti����

ACR(t)

ACR2(t)

Q(t)

t

t

QH

QL

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4Phase 4 Phase 1

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4

τxds2 τxds2
τxds2

τxds2τxds τxdsτxds τxds

Fig. 2: Pictorial View ofACRn�t� andQ�t�.

Qi�t� � Q�t� ti����

Because of the difference in propagation delays between the
switch and the source via the destination (�xdsn), congestion in-
formation from the switch arrives at the sources at different time.
Hence, by defining� as�xdsn��xds�,ACRni �t� is obtained as
follows (see [5] for the details of derivations).

ACRn� �t� � ACRn� ���e
�
BW RDFn
NVC NRMn

�t���

ACRn� �t� � ACRn� ��� �
BW RIFn PCR

NVC NRMn

�t���

ACRn� �t�
�� ACRn� ���e

RIFn PCR

NRMn
�t���

ACRn� �t� � ACRn� ��� �
BW RIFn PCR

NVC NRMn

�t���

for

� � t � �� ti���i�

At time t, the switch observesACRn�t � �sxn� for groupn
because of the propagation delay from the source to the switch,
�sxn. Therefore,Qi�t� in Phasei is obtained as

Qi�t� � max�Qi��sx��

�

Z t

�sx�

�

NX
n��

NVCnACR
n
i �x� �sxn�� BW �� ���

�sx� � t � �sx� � ti���i�

The duration of Phasei, ti���i, is obtained as follows.

ti���i �

��
�

Q��
� �QL� � �xds� i � �

min�Q��
� �QH� � �xds�� Q

��
� ��� � �xds�� i � �� �

ACRn�
���BW�NVC� � � i � 	

whereACRni
���t� andQ��

i �t� are defined as the inverse rep-
resentations ofACRni �t� andQi�t�, respectively.

B. Numerical Examples
In this subsection, we provide several numerical examples. To
exhibit the effect of the rate-control parameters on the ramp-up



time of an additional ABR connection, we first add connections
of group 1 in the network. After these connections are stabil-
ized, another connection of group 2 withICR � PCR��� is
established. The number of connections for each group is set to
NVC� � �� for group 1 andNVC� � � for group 2. We fixed
the bandwidth of bottleneck linkBW at 353.7 cell/ms assuming
150 Mbit/s ATM link. At the switch, its buffer sizeBL is as-
sumed to be infinite for the purpose of obtaining the maximum
queue length. Both high and low threshold valuesQH andQL

are fixed at 150Kbyte. At each source end system,NRM is set
to 32.

We first examine the effect of the propagation delay on the
ramp-up time. In Fig. 3, we plotACRn�t� for �� � �� �
���� ms. In this figure,RIF � ��
� andRDF � ���
 (i.e.,
RIFn � ��
� andRDFn � ���
) are chosen to satisfy two
objectives — preventing cell loss and achieving full link utiliz-
ation — for connections of group 1 [5]. We add group 2 to the
network when group 1 is at the beginning of Phase 1. In FIg. 4,
we change only the round-trip delay of group 2,��, from 0.02 ms
to 2.00 ms. In Table 1, we also show effective throughput nor-
malized by the link capacity for connections in each group where
�� is fixed at 0.02 ms but�� is varied as 0.02 ms, 0.20 ms and
2.00 ms. From these results, one can find that the difference in
round-trip delays of group 2 has little effect on fairness and the
rump-up time. For example, the ramp-up time in Fig. 4 is almost
equivalent to Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: Effect of Propagation Delay for�� � ���� ms and�� �
���� ms.
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Fig. 4: Effect of Propagation Delay for�� � ���� ms and�� �
���� ms.

The effect ofRIF andRDF on the additional ABR connec-
tion is next investigated. Figure 5 shows the case where a larger
value ofRDF is used; that is, the rate decrease is faster than the
case of Fig. 3. Here,RDF � ��� is used instead of 1/16 while

Table 1: Effective Throughput for Each Group.
Round-Trip Delay of Group 2 (��) Group 1 Group 2

0.02 ms 0.0880 0.0880
0.20 ms 0.0880 0.0880
2.00 ms 0.0882 0.0875

RIF � ��
� is unchanged. On the other hand, slower rate in-
crease is considered in Fig. 6 where we useRIF � ����
 and
RDF � ���
. These parameter sets are also chosen to prevent
cell loss and achieve full link utilization. It can be found that the
ramp-up time of group 2 is considerably affected by the setting
of RIF andRDF . Namely, the ramp-up time becomes shorter
by increasingRDF , and longer by decreasingRIF . Especially,
the small value ofRIF leads to much larger ramp-up time as can
be observed in Fig. 6. Therefore, for fulfilling good responsive-
ness,RIF andRDF should be set to large values as long as no
cell loss and full link utilization can be satisfied.
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Fig. 5: Effect of Control Parameters forRIF � ��
� and
RDF � ���.
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Fig. 6: Effect of Control Parameters forRIF � ����
 and
RDF � ���
.

III. EFFECT OF CBR TRAFFIC
In this section, by extending analytic results obtained in [5], we
derive the maximum queue length at the switch when a CBR
connection is newly established.

A. Analysis
We add a CBR connection to the model presented in Subsec-
tion II with N � � (see Fig. 1) at timet� with a fixed bandwidth
p � BW �� � p � ��. The available bandwidth to ABR traffic
is therefore suddenly changed fromBW to �� � p�BW at the



time t�. Let us introduceQmax as the maximum queue length
after the establishment of the CBR connection at the timet�.
First,Qmax is given by

Qmax � Q�t� � �sx�

�

Z t�max

t���sx

�NVCACR
��x� �sx�� ��� p�BW �dx� (1)

whereACR��t� is defined as the allowed cell rateACR at time
t�� t��, andt�max is the time whenQ�t� takes its maximum
value (see Fig. 7). SinceQ�t� starts to decrease again after�sx
from when the aggregate cell rate of ABR connections is de-
creased to��� p�BW , t�max is obtained as

t�max � ACR���

�
��� p�BW

NVC

�
� �sx�

whereACR����x� is the inverse representation ofACR��t�.
After the timet�, each source receives backward RM cells

with a fixed interval since the switch has always cells in the buf-
fer. By lettingTRDF be the interval of two successively re-
ceived backward RM cells at the source end system,TRDF is
given byNRM NVC����� p�BW � . However, when the arrival
rate of the backward RM cell is too slow, each source end sys-
tem decreases its rate byCDF (Cutoff Decrease Factor) [1]. In
particular, when it receives no backward RM cell after transmit-
ting the numberCRM of forward RM cells, it begins to reduce
itsACR at each forward RM cell transmission as

ACR� max�ACR�ACR� CDF�MCR�� (2)

The main purpose of the rate reduction mechanism introduced
by CRM andCDF is to allow the source end system to emit
cells before receiving the first backward RM cell in its initial
transient state [1]. Thus,CRM may be set to a rather large value.
However, as will be shown in numerical examples, this mechan-
ism is also helpful to avoid cell loss for ABR connections caused
by background traffic such as CBR traffic.

By letting TCDF denote the duration of transmittingCRM
forward RM cells without receipt of backward RM cells,TCDF
is given by NRM CRM�ACR . According to the relation
betweenTRDF andTCDF , ACR��t� is obtained as follows.
� TRDF � TCDF

In this case, since the source end system receives one or more
backward RM cells before transmittingCRM forward RM cells,
ACR��t� is equivalent toACR��t� in Phase 1. Therefore, we
have

ACR��t� � ACR�t��e
�

���p�BW RDF

NVC NRM
�t�t��

�

� TRDF � TCDF
In this case, no backward RM cell is received by the source

end system before transmittingCRM forward RM cells. After
the time�t��TCDF �, the source end system decreases its rate ac-
cording to Eq.(2) for each forward RM cell transmission. Thus,
we have a differential equation as

dACR��t�

dt
� �

�ACR��t��� CDF

NRM CRM
�

By solving these equations, we have

ACR��t� �

���
��

ACR�t��� t� � t � t� � TCDF�
CDF
NRM

�t� t�� � �
ACR�t��

�
��

�

t� � TCDF � t

Actually, the backward RM cell arrives at the source end system
att � t��TRDF , and it decreasesACR byRDF . In the above
analysis, we ignored the rate reduction by receiving backward
RM cells at the source end system since the arrival rate of back-
ward RM cells is slow enough, andRDF is usually smaller than
CDF . Furthermore, even in the case whereRDF is not small
compared withCDF , our analysis gives the upper-bound of the
maximum queue length.

As can be found from Eq. (1),Qmax depends on the initial
values such asQ�t� � �sx� andACR��t�� that further depends
on timet�. In what follows, we derive the maximum ofQmax
for anyt�, which is defined as

Q�

max � max
t�

�Qmax�� (3)

ACR(t)

Q(t)

t

BW/Nvc

(1-p)BW/Nvc

QH

QL
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τsx τsxτsxτxdsτxds

0

Qmax’

Rate Reduction by RDF
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Fig. 7: Pictorial View ofACR�t� andQ�t� with CBR Traffic.

As shown in Fig. 2,ACR takes its maximum value at the end
of Phase 4 (at the beginning of Phase 1). In addition,ACR�t��
is maximized when the switch is not fully utilized since the
large amplitude ofQ�t� means the large amplitude ofACR�t�.
Therefore,Q�

max is obtained by settingt� � t�, and by giving
initial values of Phase 4 as

ACR�t�� �
BW

NVC
�

Q�t� � �sx� � ��

At last, we note that the maximum queue lengthQ�

max is given
by a closed-form equation.

B. Numerical Examples
In the following numerical examples, both�sx and�xd are fixed
at 0.005 ms (about 1 km) as a typical value of the LAN environ-
ment. Furthermore, the number of ABR connectionsNVC is set



to 10. For other control parameters exceptRIF andRDF , we
use the same values employed in Section II.

We first show the maximum queue lengthQ�

max obtained by
Eq.(3) as a function ofp in Fig. 8. In this figure,RIF is fixed at
1/64, andCRM andCDF is at 32 and 1/2, respectively, while
RDF is varied as 1/4, 1/16 and 1/64. It can be found thatQ�

max

increases asp increases at first. For example, once a CBR con-
nection that requires a half of the link bandwidth (75Mbit/s, in
this case) is added, the switch should have 17,000 cells of buf-
fer capacity to avoid cell loss of ABR connections withRDF �
���
. Then,Q�

max is suddenly reduced aroundp � ���. It is
because the source end system decreases its rate byCDF rather
thanRDF when the available bandwidth for ABR connections
becomes too small. Moreover, one can find that the maximum
queue length can be reduced by settingRDF to a large value
(i.e., faster rate decrease). In Fig. 9,RIF is changed from 1/64
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Fig. 8: The Maximum Queue Length vs. Ratio of CBR Traffic
for RIF � ��
� andCRM � 	�.

to 1/1024, which means slower rate increase. In this figure, the
maximum queue length is decreased to some extent when com-
pared with Fig. 8. However, a large amount of buffer capacity
is still required to prevent cell loss ifp is large.
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Fig. 9: The Maximum Queue Length vs. Ratio of CBR Traffic
for RIF � ������ andCRM � 	�.

By settingCRM properly, cell loss can be prevented even
when the CBR connection reserves the bandwidth close to the
link capacity as shown in Fig. 10. In this figures,RIF is set
to 1/64 butCRM that decides the duration to rate reduction by
CDF is changed from 32 to 4. This figure shows that the max-
imum queue length can be limited even whenp becomes large.
For example, 12,000 cells of the buffer capacity is sufficient for
preventing cell loss withRDF � ���
 even when the CBR
connection requires the entire bandwidth.

From the above observations, we can conclude that to limit
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Fig. 10: The Maximum Queue Length vs. Ratio of CBR Traffic
for RIF � ��
� andCRM � �.

the queue buildup by a new CBR connection, each ofRIF
andRDF should be small and large, respectively. Moreover,
a smaller value ofCRM is helpful to prevent cell loss.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented two sorts of analyses. One
was the analysis for the model with several groups of connec-
tions with different propagation delays in order to reveal the fair-
ness problem among connections and the ramp-up time of an ad-
ditional ABR connection. The other was the derivation of the
maximum queue length at the switch buffer affected by an addi-
tion of background traffic such as CBR traffic. Through numer-
ical examples, we have shown that a large value ofRIF (i.e.,
fast rate increase) is helpful to shorten the ramp-up time, and that
a small value ofCRM dramatically reduces the maximum queue
length caused by background traffic.
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